
Performance Measures 
Around the Country 
Current Practices, and a few 
Mistakes to Avoid.

An overview of MAP-21, Operations, Safety, Freight, Planniing, and other Performance Measures.



Our Goal with Data & Performance Measures:
• Provide tools to make data

• easily accessible, 
• usable, 
• understandable, and
• allowing for insights discovery
To domain experts or the general public
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Problem Identification,
Project Prioritization, and

After Action Review



Top (worst) Interstate Locations



When is it congested?



Incident/Construction Impacts





User Delay Cost at this Location: $50.8M

https://vpp-test.ritis.org/delay-analysis/report/dde865e8-0d01-49fb-894f-499dc0559814/


Operations Performance Measures



Understanding Responder Actions & Implications

http://timeline.ritis.org/timeline/demo.cfm


Operator and Responder Stats

• Incident duration.  Response times.  Lane Clearance times.  Hot Spots, etc.



Agency performance goals can be damaging!





MAP-21 
and 

Target Setting







LOTTR % in Maryland is Trending Downward Since 2013
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Fatal Collision Rate State Comparison

http://www.cattlab.umd.edu/vmt-explorer/
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Bridge Conditions by State

http://labs.cattlab.umd.edu/Datacomb/


We all need to be on the same page…
• Standardization of Definitions & 

Methodologies is critical.
• ONLY documenting each agency’s methods will:

• allow for reproducibility, but
• Lead to confusion, and
• will NOT allow for any form of national 

performance reporting

Partners in Using Archived 
Operations Data Well

Defined

Standardized 
Methodologies

Standardized 
Reporting



Example: Reliability & the Buffer Time Index

Seems pretty straight forward, right?!



The issues on the following slides 
are REAL.  

These come from over 20 states and 
5+ consultants/universities who do this 

professionally.



Philosophical Issue:  
• What’s the correct %?

Employer perspective:  
• Is it okay to be significantly late to work, a meeting, etc. once/week?  
• Or is it okay to be significantly late to these things once per month?    

What about daycare?  School?  Doctor’s Appointments?  

95% 80% 75% ???



Mathematical Issue

Agency 1: single value for the entire data set

Agency 2: Monthly aggregate values for each segment, broken 
down by day-of-week and hour-of-day.



Case Study
• Analyze travel time data for:

• weekdays:
• the month of January. 

• How would the two approaches change the meaning of reliability?



Agency X Travel Time Methodology Agency Y Travel Time Methodology

Agency X Agency Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Agency X approach will include every reading within the selected data set and calculate a single 95% Travel Time value to use in the BTI equation, this results in the difference between the 95% Travel Time and Average Travel Time to be smaller in cases where the Average Travel Time is larger, resulting in smaller BTI values (indicating higher reliability). AGENCY Y, on the other hand, will use a different 95% Travel Time value for each day of week and hour of day, which typically results in the “shape” of the 95% Travel Time to generally reflect that of the Average Travel Time when plotted on a graph. This often results in lower BTI values on average, but also tends to result in larger differences between 95% Travel Time and Average Travel Time when Average Travel Time is larger. This results in higher BTI values at these times (indicating lower reliability). 



How should we calculate the AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME?
Agency X’s method:  Use avg. of the date-range being analyzed.  “Actual Average Travel Time”

Agency Y method:  a “Historic Average Travel Time”, broken down by day of week and hour of day. This value is based 
on data received for the given day of week and hour of day, not just the data set being analyzed, and supposedly 
represents what travelers expect the travel time to be on a larger scale.   (yearly, quarterly/seasonal, or multi-year)

Hour or Day

Week

Month
Year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This isn’t a big deal when you’re looking at a large time-frame, but tools often allow agencies to do whatever they want.  When looking at smaller date ranges, this can have a major impact on the resulting BTI.



Case Study
• Analyze travel time data for:

• a single month along a road on which 
a major road construction project 
was occurring. 

• How would the two approaches change the meaning of reliability?



Agency X Agency Y

minutes

Time of Day Time of Day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider a case where you want to analyze travel time data for a single month along a road on which a major road construction project was occurring. Due to this construction project, travel times along this road are consistently bad during the month being analyzed leading to a high Actual Average Travel Time. In addition, since travel times were so consistently bad, the 95% Travel Time ends up being not that much higher than the average. Since the difference between the 95% Travel Time and the Average Travel Time is so small in this case, using these values in the equation for Buffer Time Index (as Agency X’s method does) results in a low value, indicating high reliability. Using the Historic Average Travel Time (as Agency Y does), which in most cases would be lower than the Actual Average Travel Time in situations such as this, the value for BTI would be higher, indicating lower reliability. To summarize the different outcomes for this scenario, you could describe the results using the following two alternative narratives:Agency X method (Actual Average Travel Time): Travel times for this stretch of road were reliably bad during this month due to the construction. E.g. BTI is low.Agency Y (Historic Average Travel Time): This stretch of road was unreliable during this month due to high travel times caused by construction.  E.g. BTI is high.  Both of these approaches have value in them. Agency X’s approach could be useful for analyzing how well construction zones are managed over time. When bad travel times are expected due to construction, project managers may be more interested in how consistent (reliable) the actual travel times were kept than how bad the travel time was. Agency X’s method is also more adaptable to sudden changes in what an expected travel time is. If a road construction project is highly successful, it may significantly decrease the average travel time seemingly instantly. As a result, the Historic Average Travel Time will begin to decline but may take some time to accurately reflect the new expected travel time, which will have impacts on BTI calculations. Agency X’s method will adjust to the new expected travel time quickly, as it will only consider the date range being analyzed.The Agency Y’s approach, on the other hand, will generally be more useful from the public’s perspective, as it provides a clearer “big picture” look at how reliable the road was during a selected time period. Conceptually, it makes sense that a given month would be considered unreliable if it experiences higher average travel times. This will be particularly obvious when comparing BTIs for multiple time periods against each other, where one period with poor performance will stand out as the most unreliable. Agency X’s method will often show the opposite result, indicating the poor performer as being more reliable due to a smaller difference between the average and 95% travel time.  Both are accurate representations provided that the analysts understand how everything has been calculated and can provide the necessary background information.The usefulness of both of these approaches suggests that they should both be given their own reliability metric value with clear definitions on what they represent.



Travel Time 
by Time of Day

Travel Time Index 
by Time of Day

Buffer Time Index 
by Time of Day

Rush Hour 
Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, graphs from the Detector Tools using the Agency X method are shown for a 5.5 mile stretch of I-75 for only two days. Note that the BTI is extremely low (indicating high reliability) during congested times of the day when travel times increase. The narrative here is: “Travel times were reliably bad between 4pm and 6pm.”



Buffer Time Index

Travel Time

Rush Hour 
Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, the Agency Y Suite shows travel times and BTIs for a stretch of I-270.  Note how BTI increases as Travel Times (congestion) increases. The narrative here is: “I-270 was unreliable between 6am and 10am, when it experienced high Travel Times.” 



Example 3: Defining congestion
• What’s the threshold for Congestion in:



Work Zone Performance



Performance Monitoring
Three disparate audiences and corresponding goals identified:

• Audience: Project Engineers and Managers
• Goals:

• Real time performance
• Alerts when thresholds exceeded
• Potential actions based on identified performance

• Audience: Public Relations
• Goals:

• Real time and historical performance
• Responding to complaints and inquiries

• Audience: Planners and Decision Makers
• Goals:

• Closure costs
• Review of previous performance
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Individual work zone performance

Corridor performance

Regional performance

(C) 2015 Michael L. Pack, University of MD CATT Laboratory



Work Zone Dashboard

38

Overview
List

Critical

Map Delay
(C) 2015 Michael L. Pack, University of MD CATT Laboratory
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Current Work Zone List

(C) 2015 Michael L. Pack, University of MD CATT Laboratory



UDC Options and Corridor Selection

40(C) 2015 Michael L. Pack, University of MD CATT Laboratory



Individual Work Zone Profile

Map

L
A
N
E

Perf. Charts

Delay

Settings

(C) 2015 Michael L. Pack, University of MD CATT Laboratory 41
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